APA Reference List

This guide presents common types of APA style references. These are guidelines only; sources published by the American Psychological Association are the authoritative sources. Additional examples and detailed instructions for research paper writers are given in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (6th ed.). Morris Library and Reference BF 76.7 .P83 2010.

A Reference list is double-spaced with the first line of the entries even with the left margin. Subsequent lines are indented (“hanging” indentation). **Single spacing is used here to save space.** Include the issue number for journal articles only if each issue begins on page 1 (place in parentheses following the volume number). See the APA manual for rules on capitalization.

To reference online resources use the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) if one has been assigned.

**Digital Object Identifier (DOI)**

A DOI is an alphanumeric name that identifies digital content, such as a book or journal article. Example: doi:10.1037/0002-9432.76.4.482 For journal articles, the DOI is used instead of a URL or database name. If the journal article does not have a DOI, use the “Search Metadata” option on the crossref website (crossref.org).

The DOI can also be used to retrieve online content, enter doi.org followed by the DOI or enter the DOI into a DOI resolver, such as Resolve a DOI Name (doi.org). Note: a DOI link will not access a licensed subscription.

**Journal article; print; one author**


**Journal article; online; with DOI; two authors**


**Journal article; online only; with DOI; more than two authors, fewer than six**


**Journal article; online; no DOI; from database**

Go to the crossref website and use the “Search Metadata” option to search for a DOI (crossref.org). If not, use (your choice) the database name or the home page of the database. Do not use the direct URL for the article.

**Journal article; online; no DOI; from journal website**

Use URL of journal home page

Journal article; online only; no DOI
*Use the direct URL of the article only if it is difficult to locate from journal home page. Do not include the retrieval date unless the information is likely to change, e.g., sources in wikis.*


Magazine article; online; from database; no author
*Use (your choice) the database name, the home page of the database, or no mention that you accessed it online. Do not use the direct URL for the article. See Purdue Owl website for details (owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10).*


Newspaper article; online; from database; no author
*Use (your choice) the database name or home page of the database. Do not use the direct URL for the article.*


Book; online; with DOI (use 2 letter state abbreviation for all U.S. cities, even if the city is well-known.)


Book chapter or entry in a reference book; print


Report from Institutional Archive; two authors


Webpage; group or agency as author; no date
*Use the home page of the website*


Also see
- APA Style.org (APA) ([apastyle.org](http://apastyle.org))
- APA Style Blog (APA) ([blog.apastyle.org](http://blog.apastyle.org)) APA experts give advice
- APA Style: Purdue OWL – Online Writing Lab ([owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10](http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/10))

**RefWorks** can assist in proper formatting of references and in-text citations. Find it on the Library databases list. Also see **RefWorks @ the University of Delaware** ([guides.lib.udel.edu/refworks](http://guides.lib.udel.edu/refworks)).
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